
A2 Test

A
 
Match the question with the answer.
 

a What’s the time?
b Where are my car keys?
c Whose book is this?
d Do you work here?
e Where are you from?

 
1 Yes, I am the manager of this department.
2 It’s quarter past four in the afternoon.
3 I come from California in the United States.
4 I think they’re on the table.
5 It’s mine.

 
 
 
B
 
Choose the correct word to fill in the gaps.
 

1 John is ______ the house to go shopping with his friend.
 

a) leave           b) leaves            c) leaving
 
 

2 After thinking about where to have lunch, we ______ to eat at home.
 

a) decided      b) said                c) put    
 
 

3 The ______ building in the world used to be the Empire State 
Building in New York.

 
a) tall               b) taller              c) tallest

 
 

4 Last summer, I went on _______ to Italy.
 

a) journey       b) holiday          c) travel



 
 

5 While I was there, I stayed with friends in ______ large house near 
Naples.

 
a) his               b) our                 c) their

 
 
 
 
C
 
Read the text and chose the correct answer to complete each 
sentence.
 
Since the beginning of time, humans have looked up at the moon and 
dreamed of travelling there. As science and technology developed, the 
possibility of making that journey a reality. On the 20th of July 1969, three 
Americans Buzz Aldrin, Neil Armstrong and Michael Collins flew to into the 
Moon’s orbit, and while Collins stayed behind, Aldrin and Armstrong 
became the first people to walk on its surface. 
They were’t the first living creatures from Earth to enter space though. 
From 1955 to 1969, the Soviet Union and the USA  carried out 
increasingly ambitious missions into space, know as the Space Race. In 
1957, Laika a dog from the USSR, became the first animal to orbit the 
Earth. Two more dogs from the same country made the journey and 
returned safely to Earth before the first American animal, a chimpanzee 
named Ham, travelled into space and back in 1961.
 
1.The first creature in space was

a) a dog                 b) a chimpanzee             c) a human
 
2. The USSR sent a total of _____ dogs into space.

a) 1                         b) 2                                   c) 3
 
3. The Space Race began in 

a) 1969                   b) 1957                             c) 1955
 
4. The chimpanzee was the ____ species of animal to be sent into space.

a) first                    b) second                         c) third
 
5.The first country to send an animal into space was



a) the USSR           b)the USA                        c) the UK
 
6.______ did not walk on the moon.

a) Buzz Aldrin        b) Michael Collins          c) Neil Armstrong
 
 
 
 
 
D
 
Read the text and fill in the gaps with the correct word.
 
Fiona is sitting on the train ___1___ London, where she is going to visit 
___2___ grandmother. She ___3___ reading a very large book about 
aeronautical engineering which her friend recomended to her. She 
___4___ as an engineer, but in her free ___5___ she likes to learn new 
languages. Last year she ___6___ learning Greek because she went to 
Greece on her summer holidays. Next year, she has decided she 
___7___ start to learn Russian, so that when she goes to Russia she 
___8___ talk to the local people. She laready knows some basic phrases 
like “Hello, ___9___ name is Fiona”, “___10___ is your name?” and “How 
are you?”. She can also ask for ___11___ to the train station, and how 
___12___ something costs.



Answers
 
A            a) 2       b) 4       c) 5       d) 1       e) 3
 
B            1.c         2.a         3.c         4.b         5.c
 
C            1.a        2.c         3.c         4.c         5.a         6.b
 
D            1. to     2. her    3. is      4.works   5.time       6. started/began 
          7. will    8. can      9. name      10.what    11. directions   12. much


